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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present Squama, a programmable physical window or wall that can independently control the visibility of its elemental small square tiles. This is an example of programmable physical architecture, our vision for
future architectures where the physical features of architectural elements and facades can be dynamically changed and
reprogrammed according to people’s needs. When Squama
is used as a wall, it dynamically controls the transparency
through its surface, and simultaneously satisfies the needs
for openness and privacy. It can also control the amount
of sunlight and create shadows, called programmable shadows, in order to afford indoor comfort without completely
blocking the outer view. In this paper, we discuss how in
future, architectural space can become dynamically changeable and introduce the Squama system as an initial instance
for exemplifying this concept.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional physical architectures, such as buildings and
houses, are designed to protect people from external threats,
such as chills, heat, wind, noise, and enemies. To achieve this
goal, physical architectures have to be hard, solid, inflexible,
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and static. Moreover, once constructed, it is difficult to
change its shape and function. However, this inflexibility
also prohibits people’s dynamically changing demands for
architectural spaces.
On the other hand, computer software is flexible, scalable, and adaptable. It can be programmed to accommodate users’ changing needs. Biological elements, such as the
chameleon’s skin, can also be considered as an another example of such flexibility. It not just covers the chameleon’s
body (like a wall), but its visual pattern also changes by
responding to the outer environment. In a similar manner,
human skin also slowly responds to sunlight by increasing or
decreasing its melanin production. We consider that these
dynamic and flexible features are also desirable for futuristic
physical architectures.
Recently, the research concepts such as Programmable
Matter [7], Claytronics [5], Organic User Interfaces [8], Programmable Reality [6], or Radical Atoms have emerged to incorporate the flexibility of software into physical things. For
example, a group of small particle robots can cooperatively
and dynamically construct a physical structure. Hence, we
believe that physical architecture should also become more
flexible, programmable, and reconfigurable, and we call such
a concept “programmable physical architecture”.
Many elements constitute physical architectural space. As
an initial step for programmable architectures, we focus on
the wall and the window because both are fundamental elements. In a physical environment, walls are used to separate
and shield spaces. On the other hand, windows are used for
allowing outer light into the room. Although the functions
of windows and walls are related, people often have contradicting demands from them. For example, satisfying the
privacy and openness needs at the same time is not always
possible.
This paper presents “Squama”, a programmable wall and
window that can change its transparency and opacity in
modular way. Squama is composed of a grid of small liquid crystal (LC) tiles, called “phygcells” and each phygcell’s
transparency can be independently controlled. It can become a wall (when all the LC tiles are opaque) or a window
(when all the LC tiles are transparent). It can also be programmed to act as an intermediate between a wall and a
window. Squama can be used as a wall that can separate
rooms or cubicles. In addition, it can be used as a window
to the outer space.

Figure 2: Real-world pixelization: real-world view
though the Squama can be selectively controlled:
(above) hiding confidential video content, and (bottom) eliminating unnecessary eye contacts.
Figure 1: Squama: modular programmable window
or wall for dynamic architecture. Each square panel
(called “phygcell”) can independently change its transparency.

2.

SQUAMA: MODULAR TRANSPARENCY
CONTROL FOR ORGANIC ARCHITECTURE

Squama is a flat surface that is designed as a window, a
partition in the physical architecture (Figure 1). It controls
transparency in a modular way. As a bitmap screen consists
of a 2D array of computer-controlled pixels, Squama consists
of a 2D array of small LC tiles (that we call “phygcells”)
that can control its transparency. Although our currently
implemented Squama prototype has coarse phygcells (i.e.,
10cm × 10cm in size and the grid size is 18 × 8), it is possible
to increase the granularity of arrays in order to make the
system more similar to standard computer displays.
Unlike that of other wall-sized displays, Squama’s main
purpose is to control rays that pass through the surface.
Although it can be used as a low-resolution bitmap display,
it is more interesting to use it to create a programmable
shadow, and simultaneously satisfy the openness and privacy
needs.
In the following three sections, we explain three typical
applications of Squama to demonstrate how it can be used
in physical environments.

2.1

Real-World Pixelization

Lack of privacy is often a problem for people living in an
urban area. People living in a condominium may be disturbed by people living in nearby buildings. Moreover, unnecessary eye contact with nearby people can be very annoying. Hence, to completely preserve privacy, a quick solution
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would be to obscure the visibility of the window by using a
thick curtain or blinds; however, it also hampers the ventilation of the home and blocks the natural scenic view from
the window. In an office, preserving openness and maintaining privacy are also often incompatible demands. Meeting
rooms separated by a solid wall hamper openness; however,
a transparent glass wall may not be able to protect privacy
and secure information.
View control is another unsatisfied demand. If the window
could selectively show views that people like (e.g., trees and
mountains) and hides views that people do not like (e.g.,
nearby buildings), the view from the window would become
more comfortable. However, just statically hiding a part of
the window does not serve the purpose, because the area to
be hidden changes depending on the viewer’s position.
In summary, transparency (e.g, openness) and opacity
(e.g., privacy and security) are contradicting requirements
for physical windows or walls. Squama solves this problem
by acting as a modular transparency control surface. As
a typical graphics display controls each pixel, the Squama
window consists of a grid of small units, and each opaque
area can be dynamically selected by a computer.
Our current implementation of Squama is 180cm × 80cm
and divided by 18 × 8 square modules. Each module’s transparency is switchable by the control command from the system. Using this configuration, this window can selectively
hide a view. This is similar to image pixelization that is used
for masking information on an image. In normal pixelization, a part of the image is blurred for displaying it in lower
resolution. In our case, a part of a natural view is obscured
by controlling the transparency of the units (Figure 2). We
call this “real-world pixelization”.
One important feature of real-world pixelization is “viewer
dependence”. While normal image pixelization is applied
to two-dimensional images, the masking area can be deter-

Figure 4: Ambient Displays
Figure 3: Programmable Shadows: when a user defines an area that must be protected from the direct
sunlight, Squama automatically determines the area
of the window to make a proper shadow.
mined only by the content of the image. In our case, the
position of the person in front of the Squama window is
considered. When the person moves, the area to be masked
also changes.
To handle this situation, our system measures people’s
viewing positions. We use Microsoft Kinect and its SDK [2]
for people tracking. Kinect is a depth sensing camera based
on structured projection, and it can obtain an image with
depth information. Kinect SDK provides skeletal tracking where the skeletal information of people in front of the
Kinect sensor can be estimated. We extract the person’s 3D
head position, and then change the masking area according
to this information.
We tested two application cases. In the first case, the
target object is static, and only the viewer moves. This case
is for protecting information in a room, or hiding objects
you do not want to see. In the second case, both the target
object and the viewer move. This case is for preventing eye
contract between people over the window.

2.2

Programmable Shadows

Another use of Squama is to control the amount of sunlight and create a shadow. Although one of the main role
of the window is to let the natural light enter the room, unnecessary light becomes a problem. For example, ultraviolet
rays in sunlight can damage things in the house. We often
encounter such a situation at a restaurant or at a cafe; the
sunshine directly shines on the table and people, making
them very uncomfortable. Many people avoid such a table
or try to avoid the rays by manually closing the curtain or
blind.
In our solution, people can define things that must be
protected from sunlight. Then, the system computes the
direction of the sun and automatically calculates the part
of the window area that must be shield. In other words,
our system lets users control shadows instead of manually
controlled curtains or other sun-shielding methods. We call
this “programmable shadows” (Figure 3).
In our current implementation, we provide a simple user
interface in order to let a user to define shadow areas. Then,
the system identifies the area that should be protected by
computing the direction of the sun. As the sun moves, the
corresponding area on the window to create a shadow also
changes, and the created shadow stays on the target initially
defined by the user.
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We are also plan to install this mechanism to eliminate
direct sun reflection on the TV or computer display because
it makes watching TV or display quite annoying. We expect
that such dynamic control of sunlight is beneficial for maintaining a reasonable temperature; thus,it reduces the energy
consumption of the house.
We can also define people (especially, children or babies)
that must be protected from sunlight. In this case, we again
use Kinect for person tracking, Squama controls the shadow
region in order to always keep people within the created
shadows.
In these cases, Squama no longer acts as an information
control device. It directly controls the physical resource (the
sunlight). This feature is very different from standard computer displays.

2.3

Ambient Displays

Alternatively, a window can serve as an ambient information display [14]. The previous “programmable shadows”
example, where the main purpose was to control sunlight,
can also be used as a communication method. People become aware when a part of or the entire window flashes,
as they notice shadow change caused by this effect. In this
case, no explicit image pixels are used; however, people still
can obtain information by just controlling the transparency
or opacity of the window pixel. We believe this to be a
new (and more “calm” [14]) way of providing information to
people.
The other way to inform is to control tile modules as pixels. Although the pixel resolution of current implementation
is not sufficient, it shows the potential of displaying information on a window (Figure 4).

3.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

We use a 10cm × 10cm square switchable light control
LC panel “UMU glass” manufactured by NSG UMU Products [3]. This LC panel is a thin LC filmãĂĂlaminated
with two transparent electrodes. It is normally opaque (light
transmission ratio is 6%). When a voltage of around 100V
is applied to the electrodes, it becomes transparent (light
transmission ratio is 86%). The switching speed is about
1/100s.
We laid out this module in a 18 × 8 grid on a transparent
acrylic board. The size of the total system is 184cm × 90cm.
To test various usage patterns, we hang this unit in several
places in an office and a home.
Each LC panel is independently controlled by the microprocessor. We used six Arduino Mega [10] broads for controlling 144 LC panels. These Arduino boards are connected
to a Squama server on a host computer, written in Pro-

cessing [11], and it receives panel modification commands
through the network.

4.

RELATED WORK

Our approach is inspired by “smart glasses” where the
transparency of interior partition glasses can be changed.
Boeing 787 also introduced transparency-controllable windows. While those systems simply control the intensity of
the entire glass, our system provides more precise control
with a modular transparency control design that satisfies
openness and view control simultaneously.
The Squama can be regarded as an example of “surface
computing” [4] systems, where people interact with computerized tabletop- or wall-shaped surfaces. Our system aims
to control light that passes through the surface, rather than
to interact with image pixels on the surface. A notable feature that differentiates our device is that it not only acts as
a display, but also controls real-world resources (in our case,
sunlight and shadows).
Izadi et al. created a tabletop system that uses an LC
shutter-glasses [9]. When the projection light and LC shutter glasses are synchronized, images appear both on the
tabletop and a handheld LC board. BYU-BYU-View is a
system that transmits physical air-flow between two surfaces [12]. It consists of an air-flow sensor and an array
of fans. Communication between these surfaces can be enhanced by controlling airblow. This work also showed the
potential of physical resources within physical architectural
space.
FogScreen generates a screen in air (by a controlled airflow
and mist), and show images with projection [1]. While it also
shows the potential of dynamically created walls or windows,
it is mainly used for a display, and precise transparency control is not the purpose. Creating weightless walls [13] is another attempt to dynamically control sound space interactively. Using this system, people can spontaneously define
sound walls for shielding outer noise and maintaining privacy. Currently this is rather a conceptual system; it is implemented by requiring all the users to wear noise-cancelled
headsets, and physical sound is not actually controlled.
Recently, with the advance in brightness of the projection
system, several researchers and media artists tried to directly show images on the surface of existing architectures;
this technique is called “projection mapping”. A careful calibration of the physical architecture’s geometry and projection images can create an impression that the real walls and
windows dynamically move. While this is still a visual illusion, our ultimate goal is to create such an architecture,
where a real building can change its structure according to
the people’s needs. Starting from a completely transparent building, people would be able to define any part of the
surface to be opaque.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose the concept of programmable
physical architecture, where the elements of physical architecture become programmable and dynamically change their
physical features in real time, according to the user’s demands and environment. As a first example of this concept,
we created Squama, a wall or window whose transparency
can be controlled in a modular way. It satisfies the openness and privacy needs that are usually incompatible. It
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can also control the amount of sunlight and create shadows
(programmable shadows) to afford indoor comfort without
completely blocking the outer view.
As an initial prototyping of our concept, the system has
coarse modules, and we are currently constructing the next
generation system that uses an LCD panel obtained from a
TV unit.
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